
Exercise - Tagalog (Austronesian) 
 

 

  

you should be able to take this plural form taltálon (“fields”) and work out what the

singular (“field”) would be. If you follow the observed pattern, you should get tálon.

Tagalog

Here are some other intriguing examples fromTagalog, another language spoken in the

Philippines.

basa (“read”) tawag (“call”) sulat (“write”)

bumasa (“Read!”) tumawag (“Call!”) sumulat (“Write!”)

babasa (“will read”) tatawag (“will call”) susulat (“will write”)

If we assume that the first form in each column can be treated as a stem, then it appears

that, in the second item in each column, an element -um- has been inserted after the

first consonant, or more precisely, after the syllable onset. It is an example of an infix

(described in Chapter 5). In the third example in each column, note that the change in

form involves, in each case, a repetition of the first syllable. So, the marking of future

reference in Tagalog appears to be accomplished via reduplication. Using this infor-

mation, you should be able to complete these examples:

lakad (“walk”) _________ (“Walk!”) _________ (“will walk”)

lapit (“come here”) _________ (“Come here!”) _________ (“will come here”)

In the second column, with an infix, you’ll have lumakad and lumapit, while in the

third column, with reduplication, you’ll have lalakad and lalapit.

As we have been exploring all these different morphological processes, we have

moved from the basic structure of words to a consideration of some topics traditionally

associatedwith grammar.Wewill focusmore fully on issues relating to grammar in the

next chapter.
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Exercise - Hungarian (Finno-Ugric) 
  

(1) stitch – stitches

(2) exclaim – exclamation

(3) child – children

(4) conclude – conclusion

(5) cliff – cliffs

(6) tooth – teeth

C What are enclitics and proclitics? Does English have both? What are some typical

English examples? Why aren’t they just called affixes?

D Look over the following examples from Hungarian (based on Frommer and

Finegan, 2012: 3) and try to answer the questions that follow.

(i) Did you complete the example in (10)?

(ii) What are the five free (adjective) morphemes in the data?

(iii) What are the four pronouns? Are these lexical or functional morphemes?

(iv) What are the three verb suffixes? Are these derivational or inflectional suffixes?

(v) What are the two adjective suffixes? What do you think is the basis for

choosing one or the other?

E Using what you learned about Swahili and information provided in the set of

examples below, create appropriate forms as translations of the English expressions

(1–6) that follow.

(1) (“She loved you”)

(2) (“I will cook them”)

(3) (“You will pass by”)

(4) (“We paid him”)

(5) (“She will beat me”)

(6) (“They left”)

F These examples are from Samoan, as reported in Yu (2007: 24), and based on Mosel

and Hovdhaugen (1992). (The consonant represented by ʔ is a glottal stop, as

described in Chapter 3.)

(1) te szép vagy “you’re beautiful” (singular)

(2) én beteg vagyok “I’m ill”

(3) te magas vagy “you’re tall” (singular)

(4) mi lankadtak vagyunk “we’re tired”

(5) ti kedvesek vagytok “you’re nice” (plural)

(6) ti betegek vagytok “you’re ill” (plural)

(7) mi magasak vagyunk “we’re tall”

(8) te kedves vagy “you’re nice” (singular)

(9) én lankadt vagyok “I’m tired”

(10) __ ______ _____ “you’re beautiful” (plural)

nitakupenda (“I will love you”) alipita (“She passed by”)

watanilipa (“They will pay me”) uliwapika (“You cooked them”)

tutaondoka (“We will leave”) walimpiga (“They beat him”)
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Exercise Turkish (Turkic) 
 

  

II In Turkish, there is some variation in the plural inflection.

(i) Can you provide the missing forms?

(ii) What are the two plural morphs exemplified here?

(iii) Treat the written forms of a and o as representing back vowels and e and i as

representing front vowels. Using this information, can you state the

conditions under which each of the plural morphs is used?

(iv) On the basis of the following phrases, how would you describe the Turkish

translation equivalents of your and the conditions for their use?

(v) While English usually marks location with prepositions (in a house or at a

place), Turkish has postpositions (house-in or place-at). After looking at the

following examples, try to identify the three versions of the “location” suffix

and the conditions for their use.

dishin (“your tooth”) topun (“your gun”)

okun (“your arrow”) dersin (“your lesson”)

kushun (“your bird”) kibritlerin (“your matches”)

(“book”) kitap – kitapta (“in a book”)

(“chair”) koltuk – koltukta (“in a chair”)

(“room”) oda – odada (“in a room”)

(“restaurant”) lokanta – lokantada (“in a restaurant”)

(“house”) ev – evde (“in a house”)

(“place”) yer – yerlerde (“in places”)

(“hand”) el – ellerimde (“in my hands”)

(“road”) yol – yollarda (“in roads)

Singular Plural

(“man”) adam – adamlar (“men”)

(“gun”) ________ – toplar (“guns”)

(“lesson”) ders – ________ (“lessons”)

(“place”) yer – yerler (“places”)

(“road”) _______ – yollar (“roads”)

(“lock”) _______ – kilitler (“locks”)

(“arrow”) ok – ________ (“arrows”)

(“hand”) el – ________ (“hands”)

(“arm”) kol – ________ (“arms”)

(“bell”) ________ – ziller (“bells”)

(“friend”) ________ – dostlar (“friends”)

(“apple”) elma – ________ (“apples”)
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(vi) When Turkish speakers borrowed (from French) the word randevu,

meaning “an appointment,” how do you think they expressed “in an

appointment”?

(For more examples, see Gleason, 1955. For more on Turkish, see Lewis, 2000.)
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